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By Dave Cousins

Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Waiting for Gonzo, Dave
Cousins, Meet Oz .he's got a talent for trouble but his heart's always in the right place (well, nearly
always). Uprooted from his friends and former life, Oz finds himself stranded in the sleepy village of
Slowleigh. When a joke backfires on the first day at his new school, Oz attracts the attention of
Isobel Skinner, the school psycho - but that's just the beginning. After causing an accident that puts
his mum in hospital, Oz isn't exactly popular at home either. His older sister's no help, but then she's
got a problem of her own .one that's growing bigger by the day. Oz knows he's got to put things
right, but life isn't that simple, especially when the only people still talking to you are a hobbit-
obsessed kid and a voice in your own head! Packed with action, heart and humour, Waiting for
Gonzo takes you for a white-knuckle ride on the Wheel of Destiny as it careers out of control down
the Hillside of Inevitability. The question is, do you go down laughing? Or grit your teeth and jump
off?.
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A fresh electronic book with a brand new perspective. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking
at a composed pdf.
-- Elea nor e Er nser-- Elea nor e Er nser

It in a single of the best pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- B a r on Steuber-- B a r on Steuber
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